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The Young Workers Centre (YWC) at Trades Hall was officially launched in February 2016 
with a mission to combat high levels of injury and exploitation at work amongst young 
Victorians.

To do this, we utilise a variety of strategies including:
•  An outreach program encompassing secondary schools, Universities, TAFEs, and 

social and cultural youth groups
•  A legal centre empowering young workers both as clients and legal advocates
•  An active campaigns strategy

ABOUT THE YOUNG WORKERS CENTRE

This report was prepared by Amy Fitzgerald of the Young Workers Centre with assistance 
from Young Workers Centre Coordinator Keelia Fitzpatrick and Victorian Trades Hall Council 

Communications & Media Lead Organiser Edwina Byrne

Version 1.0 | January 2017 
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WHY SOCIAL MEDIA?
Social media forms a large part of our communications strategy, keeping our audience 
engaged and informed with our real-world activities.

A study of young Australians’ social media use by the Australian Communications and 
Media Authority revealed very high use of social media amongst all age groups, with 
97% of 14-15 year olds and 99% of 16-17 year olds reporting using social media, and 
they majority of those surveyed saying their preferred social network for communication 
purposes was Facebook1. 

While ACMA’s research did focus on the younger age of the “youth” spectrum, there is 
also research to indicate that communication patterns do not vary dramatically between 
the teenage and early adulthood years .2 

For young people, social media is also incredibly accessible – the rise of the smartphone 
and free public wi-fi means that young people can be connected to social media 
anywhere, anytime, including at work and at school. This was a key consideration for us 
when deciding to invest resources in our social media presence.

1 http://www.acma.gov.au/~/media/mediacomms/Report/pdf/Like%20post%20share%20
Young%20Australians%20experience%20of%20social%20media%20Quantitative%20research%20
report.pdf
2 http://www.pewinternet.org/2010/02/03/social-media-and-young-adults/

PART ONE:

WHY
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OUR AUDIENCE: YOUNG WORKERS
The target audience of the Young Workers Centre is Victorians aged between 14 and 30, 
who have either started working or are looking towards getting their first job.

Young people falling into the 14 to 30 age range are consistently highlighted as some of 
the most vulnerable workers in any workplace. Data collected by Worksafe has revealed 
that, in 2015 and 2016 alone, an average of 49 young people were injured at work per 
week3,  while various reports have indicated that underpayment rates for young people 
working in some of our most vulnerable industries, including fast food and hospitality, 
could be as high as 84%4 

This is supported by the Young Workers Centre’s own research. The Young Workers Health 
& Safety Snapshot, drawn from data collected over July and August 2016, indicated that 
nearly 50% of young people have been bullied at work, that 1 in 4 young people have 
been asked to do something unsafe at work – and that more than half of those who were 
asked to do unsafe work did it anyway 5. 

The Young Workers Health & Safety Snapshot concluded that young people’s lack 
of experience and lack of knowledge about workplace laws and procedures is what 
made them most vulnerable, and that a serious investment in workplace education and 
outreach initiatives were needed in order to make workplaces safer for young Victorians.

3 http://www.worksafenews.com.au/news/item/524-young-workers-vulnerable-to-workplace-inju-
ries.html
4 http://www.ibtimes.com.au/84-australian-fast-food-restaurants-underpay-workers-two-mel-
bourne-underpaid-employees-over-9000
5 https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/victorianunions/pages/1411/attachments/origi-
nal/1475818335/Young_Workers_Health___Safety_Snapshot.pdf?1475818335

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF 
SOCIAL MEDIA AS AN OUTREACH 

TOOL
Social media is not a complete recruiting, organising, or outreach strategy in and of itself. 

While social media is effective at starting conversations, our experience indicates that it’s 
not particularly effective for turning people out for on-the-ground or face-to-face actions. 
A brief analysis of selected Young Workers Centre events including parties, social events, 
training, and policy events targeted at a wide cross-section of audiences held between 
February and October 2016 indicates that the social media attendance at an event often 
varies wildly from the number of people who attend an event or action.

RSVPS on Facebook Actual attendance Difference
YWC Launch 212 340 128
Campaign Training 
Day

63 15 -48

National Youth Week 
Panel

73 42 -31

Chadstone Blitz 17 22 5
The Do What You Love 
Lie Panel

42 62 20

Organising Training 
Day

18 6 -12

What About Young 
People? Panel

31 58 27

Chadstone Blitz 11 2 -9

Phone calls, face to face conversations, and personal relationships are still the most 
effective ways of turning people out for offline action. This is reflected in the turnouts 
for the Chadstone Blitz vs the Chapel Street Blitz. Before the Chadstone Blitz, we held a 
small phonebank where we called people on our list who we knew lived or studied in the 
area and would likely be free at the time of the planned blitz. By comparison, the only 
promotion that was done before the Chapel Street Blitz was via email and Facebook, 
which contributed to the dramatically reduced turn out.
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ANALYSIS
The Young Workers Centre Facebook page is one of a network of Facebook pages related 
to the Victorian Trades Hall Council. Others in this network include the main Victorian 
Trades Hall Council page, We Are Union: Young Workers, We Are Union: Women, and We Are 
Union: OHS Reps.

Young Workers Centre We Are Union: Young 
Workers

Victorian Trades Hall 
Council

Launch Late 2015 July 2012 (as Young 
Workers Victoria)

October 2012

Total likes (as of 26 
October 2016)

1512 1679 13,499

• Likes by sex Women: 51%
Men: 45%

Women: 48%
Men: 46%

Women: 44%
Men: 53%

• Likes by age 13 – 34: 71% 13 – 34: 68.31% 13 – 34: 29.5%
• Likes by location Australia: 75%

Melbourne: 63%
Australia: 89%
Melbourne: 54%

Australia: 94%
Melbourne: 54%

Engagement
• Engagement by 

sex
Women: 59%
Men: 39%

Women: 54%
Men: 46%

Women: 37%
Men: 61%

• Engagement by 
age

13 – 34: 63% 13 – 34: 69.75% 13 – 34: 28.45%

• Engagement by 
location

Australia: 32%
Melbourne: 20%

Australia: 7.5%
Melbourne: 4.76%

Australia: 69%
Melbourne: 31%

 
As demonstrated, Facebook pages focused on workers’ rights in Australia attract an 
overwhelmingly Australian audience. 

The audience for both the Young Workers Centre and We Are Union: Young Workers 
Facebook pages leans female – 51% and 49% of the people who like those pages are 
female, while only 45% and 46% are male respectively. By comparison, the audience of 
the Victorian Trades Hall Council Facebook page leans male by almost 10%.

The gender and age breakdown of Young Workers Centre and We Are Union: Young 
Workers on Facebook strongly influences how we frame our messages and use each 
profile to reach our target audience.
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PART TWO:

HOW

FACEBOOK
In developing a social media outreach strategy, a Facebook page for your brand is 
absolutely crucial. Facebook is the number one social media platform in terms of users, 
particularly amongst young people.

In terms of naming a social media page, it is better to use your organisation or campaign’s 
most common name – for example, “Young Workers Centre” or “Melbourne Football Club”. 
That is what people will search for. It’s not necessary to put an abbreviations in the title 
(“Young Workers Centre – YWC”) or any extra details. It’s important to keep it simple, 
memorable, and obvious so people who encounter you are able to follow up with you on 
Facebook.

Having a distinctive and consistent image as your Facebook page’s profile picture will 
help people identify your page from other pages with the same or similar names. We 
consistently use our yellow flower logo, which separates us from similar pages such as 
the “Young Workers Resource Centre” (New Zealand) or the “Young Workers Legal Service 
(South Australia). It also links the Young Workers Centre Facebook page to its sister page, 
“We Are Union: Young Workers”.

TONE
Using a militant tone in your messaging is a very effective tactic, particularly when you 
are trying to invigorate your core supporters to take action around an issue. 
1. 
Being militant in our messaging is a strategy that has worked very well when we’re talking 
to our young unionist and young activist supporters – that is, young people who are 
already engaged with our message of collectivism and workers’ power.
llectivism and workers’ power.

“Working over the Grand Final Friday public holiday” video was targeted to the Young 
Workers Centre audience, and include information about penalty rates, public holidays, 
and what to do if you’re having concerns at work. “No money, no problems?” was 
targeted at the We Are Union: Young Workers audience and is a direct take down of Ivanka 
Trump and a system which privileges rich people over working class people, and the 
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expectation of unpaid work.

Both these videos were posted to the We Are Union: Young Workers Facebook page. Both 
are ultimately informative in nature – one about workplace rights during a new public 
holiday, and the other about the realities of unpaid internships for young people and 
society.

The more militant video vastly outperformed the more passive and informative video not 
only in terms of “likes” but in terms of views – and considering the We Are Union: Young 
Workers Facebook page only has just over 1500 likes, the use of militant messaging as 
opposed to passive messaging has clearly succeeded in helping us create effective and 
widely-seen content, and make sure our message is being widely viewed.

“Working over the Grand Final Friday public holiday” was also posted to the Young Workers 
Centre Facebook page, where it performed slightly better but still did not come close to 
reaching the same massive audience as the more militant video.

Militant messaging outperforms more passive messaging due to the nature of social 
media. Social media is defined by its ability to share content quickly, which users utilise to 
share their identity with their networks. No-one identifies with (or against) checking a pay 
slip. Many people identify with class warfare, many people are proud of “fighting back” 
against what they perceive as injustices in the world.

Militant messaging works when you have something to be militant about. The Australian 
Youth Climate Coalition and GetUp are two other organisations which engage with young 
people and use assertive messaging around their key issues in order to get their message 
out there – with positive results. 

It is important to note that there is one other key messaging difference in these videos. 
While the video talking about working on Grand Final Friday is hyper-local (it was only 
relevant in Victoria, and talking only to people who would be required to work on that day 
in Victoria), the video talking about Donald Trump was discussing an issue that is relevant 
to people in many different countries, which also would have contributed to the increased 
reach of the second video.

HIERACHY OF EFFECTIVENESS

Link with no commentary

Text post

Image or photo

Video

Live
video

All Facebook posts aren’t equally effective at getting your message across to your 
audience.

Facebook’s algorithm (that is, the opaque rules it uses to decide what shows up in News 
Feeds) prioritises “personal” content over content that is clearly advertising. It also 
prioritises videos over images, images over text posts, and text posts over link shares 
with absolutely no commentary.
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It is an unrealistic expectation to make every single post on Facebook a video. Not only is 
making good videos time consuming, your audience will tire of seeing the same thing over 
and over again – and Facebook’s algorithm will punish you for a lack of content diversity.
It’s more critical to make sure you are sharing new, unique, and timely content. We put a 
blog on the Young Workers Centre website, for example, so the team could upload blog 
entries and we could link traffic back to our own website rather than continuously link to 
the same (relevant) articles hosted on news websites that everyone was linking back to. 
Facebook prioritises new and unique content, and will reward you for putting in the effort 
to create it.

It’s also important to make sure everything you post has an image to go with it. To put it 
simply, every post needs something to catch your audiences’ eye and make them stop 
scrolling long enough to engage with your content. 

Facebook is also currently incentivising the use of its new Facebook Live video sharing 
platform. Facebook Live gives a user the ability to live stream video from their personal 
profile or page – similar to another program called Periscope, which integrates with Twitter.
At the time of writing, starting a Facebook Live stream is the only activity which will send 
a notification to everyone who follows your page to let them know you’ve posted an 
update – and your audience can’t turn those notifications off. 

Facebook Live is most valuable to your audience when you’re using it in the moment, not 
putting together a perfectly edited video package. It’s the perfect way for people who 
aren’t confident in their video skills or for organisations who don’t have access to video-
making equipment to dip their toes in the waters of online video.

However, it is important to consider in advance what your live video will include. Are 
you filming a speech? You’ll probably need a tripod. Do you want to stage a to-camera 
sequences? You’ll need to practice what you’re going to say and have a plan in case 
something goes wrong. How will your video end? A little prior planning will ensure that you 
present an engaging live video and a realistic experience for your viewers!
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THE WHERE & WHEN OF POSTING
There’s no clear answer as to how often you should post or how many posts you should 
put up per day. It’s something that can only be discovered through trial and error, taking 
into account your audiences Facebook habits and general internet habits.

It’s important to note that you can over-post – sort of. Facebook only shows so many 
posts in people’s newsfeed. If you’re posting too often and your posts aren’t getting high 
levels of engagement (likes, shares, comments), Facebook’s algorithm will kick in and 
decrease your reach – basically, it will assume you’re spamming your followers.12  

Young Workers Centre on Facebook performs best on audience reach when we’re posting 
one to two pieces of content per day (for 6 to 10 pieces per week) of quality content. 
This isn’t a hard and fast rule – a really, really good piece of content will beat Facebook’s 
algorithm.

Here, we completely ignored that rule in favour of getting a good piece of content out – 
which ended up being out most viewed and interacted with piece of content for the day.

1 http://commandpartners.com/blog/why-you-shouldnt-over-post-on-facebook 
2 https://www.socialfresh.com/posting-too-much-content-on-facebook-myths/
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MONEY, MONEY, MONEY...
Facebook wants you to spend money. They’ll reward you by giving you better reach than 
you would have gotten for that particular post (as long as your post follows their rules) – 
but that doesn’t mean that the reach you’ll get for a paid post will necessarily be better 
than the reach you would get for a good post without money behind it.

The three posts below are very good examples of that. The post with a video embedded in 
it is still the strongest performer. The image post about an issue that our audience cares 
very strongly about is still the second strongest performer. A repost of a media article still 
comes in third – with a reach that isn’t even half of the people who like the Young Workers 
Centre Facebook page.

Ultimately, while putting money behind a post can extend your reach (and each of these 
posts were only boosted by around $20 for 2 – 3 days), it won’t necessarily result in an 
average post overtaking your best posts – it won’t even result in it being seen by a new 
audience.
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...NO MONEY, NO PROBLEMS
Facebook judges the “worth” of putting your post in people’s newsfeeds based on early 
interactions, so having a few quick likes can be very useful. 

Having people comment and tag their friends in a post also creates social proof – people 
really don’t like being the first to do something, but if they see that other people are doing 
it, they’ll do it too, reassured that the thing they like is really, actually cool/interesting/
worthwhile! 

TOLERATE THE COMMENTS
Facebook responds well to social reinforcement – that is, the more people like, comment 
(and tag their friends), and share your post, the better your posts organic reach will be.
Facebook doesn’t distinguish between supportive comments and negative comments, 
hate messages, and trolling.

That means that even nasty or negative comments contribute to your post being seen by 
more and more people – without you having to spend money.

Ultimately, there are always going to be people who disagree with you. Sometimes they’ll 
decide to tell you they disagree with you, and sometimes they won’t be very nice about 
it. Often, other people in your audience will jump in to argue with them – it’s ok to let this 
happen. It’s a good sign that your audience cares about the issues you post about it.
We draw the line where our values are when it comes to deleting or hiding comments. 
Racism, sexism, homophobia, and all kinds of bigotry aren’t tolerated. Neither are long, 
rambling anti-worker comments.

OTHER SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS

TWITTER
While Twitter does have millions of users, it doesn’t have the same cut through at 
Facebook posts due to the immediacy of the platform and how few characters you have 
to get your message across.

Twitter is great for campaigning because it’s very easy to make a movement or action 
seem larger than it really is using hashtags and retweets – getting your hashtag trending 
in an area isn’t hard (just a handful of people tweeting using a hashtag can do it), but 
seeing it often impresses your audience, terrifies people you’re campaigning against, and 
intrigues journalists.

Use Twitter to get people talking about your issue, but stick to Facebook for the real 
outreach.

INSTAGRAM
Instagram is a highly visual platform, favoured by “stylish, social, savvy young women”1 . It 
has been used very effectively by the fashion industry to sell a lifestyle and the products 
that come with it.

However, it’s one thing to convince people to buy into a lifestyle – it’s another thing to 
effect behaviour change. 

A French ad agency recently tried to combine the fashion/lifestyle approach to Instagram 
with a campaign designed to highlight the how hard it can be to spot signs alcoholism. 
They created a fake Instagram account, posted a series of carefully curated lifestyle 
pictures, and waited for people to notice the “sign” of alcoholism2. 

Looking at the metrics, this campaign was a success – however the ad agency behind 
the campaign was disappointed that the audience didn’t interact with it as intended.  

We use Instagram as if we were a person – we post pictures of things our volunteers 
do in order to highlight how much we appreciate them and develop loyalty, but it is not 
currently a major outreach platform. This is similar to how many political organisation use 
Instagram to run campaigns – many of the candidates in the 2016 American Presidential 
election, for example, were very active on Instagram. However, they used it less as an 
overt campaign tool and more of a way as building a personal relationship and loyalty 
with the people who chose to follow them by sharing behind-the-scenes glimpses, thank 

1 https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/oct/06/shell-drink-to-that-fake-instagram-louise-delage-
profile-highlights-alcoholism
2 https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/oct/06/shell-drink-to-that-fake-instagram-louise-delage-
profile-highlights-alcoholism
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you messages, and “flashback” images 3.

Another potential Instagram tactic is to not use to platform to post personal photographs, 
but to post memes and shareable images instead in order to drive engagement and 
views. While we prefer to use Instagram in a more traditional sense, supplementing posts 
about people with shareable images means that we can still post with the frequency 
required to grow our Instagram following. 4

At the time of writing, Facebook gives you the option of automatically cross-posting your 
Facebook ad or promotion to Instagram for no extra money – so if you’re going to invest in 
some paid social media advertising, this might be a worthy experiment.

SNAPCHAT
Snapchat is used to send photos, short videos, and text messages that self-destruct 
within a set time limit. The app also allows the user to add different filters to their photos 
and videos – some are only accessible based on location, while others are accessible 
from anywhere for a short period of time.

The Labor, Liberal, and Greens parties56 all used custom Snapchat filters to appeal to 
a young audience in the lead up to the 2016 Federal election. Several groups of Hilary 
Clinton supporters also designed custom anti-Donald Trump Snapchat filters for the 2016 
Presidential election, including targeted geo-filters for some Presidential debates7 , while 
Snapchat itself ran a set of filters designed to turn young people out to vote8 .

In the US, Snapchat is used daily by over 40% of all young people aged 18 to 309  while 
in Australia it has over 2,000,000 active users10  (80% under the age of 3011 ), so it makes 
sense that Snapchat is a great platform for engaging with young people. 

While we don’t know if having a Snapchat filter changed many votes in either election, 
the number of people who took to social media to share screenshots of their filtered 
photos demonstrates that young people did engage with them.  Dr Andrew Hughes also 
noted in The Age in relation to political parties use of Snapchat that “political ads done 
right can be an effective way of building a relationship”12  with people, a view which was 
backed by many young people interviewed by ABC who referred to Snapchat as “raw and 
personal” 13.
3 https://laurenemorton.com/my-blog/2016-election-instagram-campaigns/
4 https://blog.bufferapp.com/instagram-growth
5 http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/federal-election-2016/liberals-use-sponsored-snapchat-filter-to-pull-in-
younger-voters-20160630-gpw2co.html
6 https://www.buzzfeed.com/aliceworkman/its-the-snapchat-election?utm_term=.doK9A3jLZX#.lvbOLdqJYe
7 http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2015/12/15/hillary-clinton-super-pac-donald-trump-snap-
chat-filter/77363516/
8 https://mic.com/articles/158719/snapchat-update-election-day-themed-filters-urge-millennials-to-get-out-and-vote#.
Xrydd656J
9 https://mic.com/articles/158719/snapchat-update-election-day-themed-filters-urge-millennials-to-get-out-and-vote#.
Xrydd656J
10 http://www.socialmedianews.com.au/social-media-statistics-australia-august-2016/
11 http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-06-10/politicians-embrace-social-media-snapchat-instagram-face-
book/7498368
12 http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/federal-election-2016/liberals-use-sponsored-snapchat-filter-to-pull-
in-younger-voters-20160630-gpw2co.html
13 http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-06-10/politicians-embrace-social-media-snapchat-instagram-face- book/7498368
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EMAIL
The importance of email as a campaigning and engagement tool is well established, and 
need not be covered here.

Less well-documented is the interactions between email and social media in lead 
generation and offline organising.

At YWC, we make a practice of including social media “asks” in emails to supporters. This 
practice:
• Connects our emails subscribers with our social media accounts and extends our 
social media reach
• Engages supporters in immediate action, creating urgency & community
• Reinforces organising principles of peer-to-peer campaign engagement & direct 
action

Examples of good asks to add to an email:
 Can you share this Facebook post?
 Can you post this on XXXX’s Facebook wall?
 Can you Tweet at XXXX?
 Can you share this on Twitter using the hashtag #XXXX?
 Can you forward this email on to X friends?

It’s also a good idea to repeat your ask several times throughout the email. For example: 
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This email was targeted at people who had already engaged with a campaign by signing 
a petition, which involves giving us their email address. It gives value to the reader by both 
updating them on the outcome of their action (the brand in question acknowledged us in 
their internal staff communications) and asks the reader to take another action – twice.

Making the ask at least twice is very important. While some people will read the email in its 
entirety, and therefore would pick up on the first ask, many people will just scroll straight 
to the bottom – it’s those people who we’re targeting by repeating and rephrasing the ask 
at the bottom of the email.

In order to make your audience more likely to do the thing that you want them to do, it’s 
important to demonstrate why you’re asking them to do something. In the example above, 
we asked them to contact the company via social media, as the company had indicated 
that they were trying to ignore our protests.

CONCLUSIONS
Social media does not replace traditional organising and outreach

Social media is not a replacement for going out and speaking to people face to face or on 
the phone. It complements traditional organising strategies and increases their reach and 
effectiveness, it can create a sense that your organisation is bigger than it really is and 
help spread your message further – but you need to follow this up with human interaction.

Be aware of your audience and their needs

By utilising two separate Facebook pages with different framing of our message, we’ve 
been able to expand our reach outside what is largely considered the traditional audience 
for unionist and young activist groups and ensure that we’re engaging two different core 
groups.

Having a page targeted at young unionists and activists and a page targeted at non-
activist young people allows us to target and engagement each segment of our audience 
efficiently.

Militant messaging will get attention
Militancy will get you further, but it can also be polarising– so use it wisely for peak 
efficiency.
Pay attention to the hierarchy of post effectiveness, but don’t let it rule your life
Videos are fantastic, and Facebook will give you valuable free reach for using Facebook 
Live – but it’s far more important to make sure you’re posting a good variety of content 
that is new, unique, and timely rather than churning out videos every day. And use 
pictures! 

Timing isn’t everything

While it’s probably a good idea to avoid posting your hottest post at 3am when your 
audience is asleep, timing isn’t as crucial as some would have you believe. It’s more 
important to avoid spamming your audience with multiple posts in a short space of time, 
or posting the same thing repeatedly – Facebook and your target audience will punish 
you for it.

You don’t need money to get your content seen, but it can help
Even $20 put behind an awesome post can help get it seen by a new audience – but 
social media can survive and thrive without being a massive drain on your financial 
resources.

Know your comments
If you can’t read the comments without taking them personally, then get someone else 
to do it. Have a consistent rule as to what you’ll tolerate and what you won’t, and don’t 
be afraid to delete and ban those who push it – but keep in mind that even negative 
comments increase your reach with no money coming out of your budget.
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@YWCVictoria
www.youngworkers.org.au
FB: Young Workers Centre

1800 714 754


